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FROM OUR CEO
In the early months of 2021, the deal market has 
continued to accelerate with transactional activity 
rebounding robustly since the start of the pandemic 
a year ago. Deal volume and deal value have bounced 
backed in a v-shaped recovery across private equity (PE) 
funds and the broader M&A market.

A number of factors are converging to produce the best 
market we have seen since the period of 1997 through 
2000:

• A surplus of cash. At a macro level, the Federal 
Reserve is incredibly accommodating, flooding the 
system with cash. In addition, PE funds’ massive 
capital overhang continues to expand—with nearly 
$1.6 trillion of uninvested capital waiting in the 
wings1—and we are now seeing a growing overhang 
with hedge funds, pension funds, and SPACs (special 
purpose acquisition companies), creating tremendous 
competition for the same deals.

• The historic wave of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution. At the same time, we are on the precipice 
of a historic technology transformation—the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution—driven by the convergence of 
digital, biological, and physical innovations. While 
the advent of the Internet generated an estimated 
$13 trillion worth of market capitalization or wealth, 
we expect this revolution will generate up to $70-100 
trillion in wealth creation. Companies in industries 
including artificial intelligence (AI), robotics, 
blockchain, 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), gene editing 
and gene sequence technology, autonomous vehicles, 

WHAT’S ON DECK IN 2021

• The deal market is incredibly robust—
with high volume and great valuations—
thanks to a number of converging factors.

• The high risk of capital gains or corporate 
tax increases in 2022 and beyond creates 
an important window of opportunity for 
company owners to consider action this 
year.

• There is enormous interest in growth 
equity opportunities from a wider 
spectrum of investors, including SPACs.

• The deal market is becoming slightly 
less bifurcated, with signs of activity in 
consumer sectors that may be poised for 
a resurgence.

• Preparing for the historic wave of the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution needs to be 
a top priority for all businesses.

1 Prequin Q3 2020 Research Report 

battery technology, space travel, and many more are 
projected to grow at astronomical rates.

• The perspective-changing pandemic. Meanwhile, 
many business owners who braved a very challenging 
last year are seeing great company valuations and 
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are now more inclined to sell. By staying close to our 
clients throughout the pandemic, we learned how 
much this downturn differs from the financial crisis of 
2008. People—baby boomers in particular—have faced 
their own mortality. In 2008, people lost money and 
businesses but took solace in having their health and 
being together, aspects of life directly under threat 
with COVID-19. This has prompted many owners to 
ask themselves: “Do I want to keep doing this for 
the next 10 years?” In recent months, more business 
owners than we expected have pursued transactions. 
Those who have not are energized by the enormous 
opportunities and risks presented by the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.

• A window of opportunity. Post-election, most 
business owners we have spoken with believe strongly 
that there will be material increases in capital gains 
or corporate taxes—more likely in both—at both the 
state and federal levels in the next one to five years. 
If President Biden’s proposed tax plan is enacted, a 
hypothetical $100 million deal—no matter where in 
the U.S. a company is based—could result in a Federal 
tax bill as high as $43.4 million. The significance of 
this risk, coupled with the nearly unprecedented 
materiality of incremental dollars at stake, is driving 
many company owners to consider action in 2021.

GROWTH EQUITY FEVER 
While the deal market is hot across the board, we 
are seeing widespread interest in growth equity 
opportunities. Historically, this space was dominated 
by traditional growth equity funds, but now a broad 
spectrum of investors is looking to make minority growth 
equity investments—from PE funds and pension funds 
to hedge funds and state/country funds. SPACs are also 
showing interest in the world of growth equity, offering 
traditional public equity institutional investors a way to 
participate in what traditionally has been private equity’s 
domain. Since the second half of 2020, SPAC issuance 

has surged phenomenally, driving valuations skyward 
and repricing the deal market, which we discuss in more 
detail on page 3.

In particular, we are seeing interest in technology 
companies that are poised to ride the colossal wave 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. More and more 
investors are believing we are only in the beginning 
stages of this revolution and are making thematic 
bets on companies that will benefit from this massive 
technology transformation. For example, many investors 
who used to look at aerospace as a place to invest are 
now observing that it is a slow-growth industry and are 
preferring to put their money in space travel, aerospace’s 
fast-growing corollary.

A SLIGHTLY LESS BIFURCATED MARKET 
Over the past few months, we have also seen the deal 
market become less bifurcated than it was at the end 
of 2020. Valuations skyrocketing so dramatically in 
certain sectors has prompted investors to revisit cheaper 
options. As a result, a minority segment of the buyer 
base is looking at the horizon and thinking consumer 
companies that made it through the pandemic—such as 
travel companies, restaurants, and others that have been 
hit hard—may be poised for a resurgence in the coming 
months once the vaccine is widely distributed. We are 
starting to see signs of activity in those sectors, which is 
a big change from six months ago when there was zero 
investor interest.

THE UNAVOIDABLE WAVE 
As we move further into 2021, we are continuing to speak 
with our clients about how imperative it is to prepare 

In particular, we are seeing interest in technology 
companies that are poised to ride the colossal wave 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
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Every business needs to adjust now, asking: How 
are innovations reshaping my industry? How should 
we handle this massive change? At Cascadia, we are 
educating all of our bankers about how this revolution 
will impact their industry verticals so they can guide 
our clients in this uncharted territory. On page 7, 
Cascadia bankers share perspectives on how robotics, 
AI, and automation are overturning the industries they 
focus on.

We are excited to help entrepreneur-owned and family 
businesses navigate the historic opportunities and 
risks 2021 is presenting. We hope you are staying safe 
and well and look forward to sharing more insights 
with you in the summer.

Best regards,

Michael Butler  
CEO, Cascadia Capital

The Fourth Industrial Revolution will dramatically 
alter how we live and do business—no industry will 
be immune to its impact.

for the giant automation wave that is coming. As we 
cautioned in our last newsletter, companies that do 
not adopt and embrace it will be left behind. The 
Fourth Industrial Revolution will dramatically alter 
how we live and do business—no industry will be 
immune to its impact, which will be on the same 
scale as the First Industrial Revolution’s move from 
an agrarian to an industrial economy. Investors are 
looking ahead to what the world will be like in five 
years and are investing ahead of the giant shifts that 
have started, focusing on companies that are poised 
to benefit from them.
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IN FOCUS: THE SURGE 
OF SPACs   
Over the last year SPACs have exploded in popularity and 
become a more mainstream path to public markets for 
business owners. In 2020 SPACs raised $83.3 billion2—
more capital than they raised over the entire preceding 
decade. More than $69.1 billion3 has already been raised 
by SPACs in 2021, with the market on pace to quadruple 
in volume from last year. Approximately 32.8%4 of public 
offerings and 38.7%5 of proceeds are now transacted 
through a SPAC instead of through the traditional IPO 
process, giving traditional public equity institutional 
investors a way to participate in what was historically the 
private growth equity world.

SPACs have existed since the 1990s and were previously 
considered a tertiary product with ebbing and flowing 
popularity. Given their erratic history, what has fueled 
the massive surge in SPAC activity over the last 12 
months?

A SWIFTER, MORE CERTAIN PATH TO GOING PUBLIC 
The appeal of SPACs largely hinges on the complications 
inherent to the traditional path to going public. IPO 
processes are lengthy, costly, risky, uncertain, and highly 
dependent on market volatility at the time. SPACs offer 
a quicker, less expensive way to go to market while 
providing certainty around price and valuation, a huge 

2  SPAC Insider data as of March 3, 2021
3  Ibid.
4  PitchBook data as of March 3, 2021
5  Ibid.

SPACs 101

• A special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) 
is a publicly traded company created for the 
purpose of raising funds to acquire and merge 
with a target company.

• A SPAC sponsor undertakes the initial public 
offering of the SPAC. The IPO proceeds are held 
in trust and only released upon the business 
combination transaction (the de-SPAC) to the 
target company, which then merges with the 
SPAC, making the target company the operating 
public company going forward. 

• Typically, SPAC sponsors have specific networks, 
knowledge, and/or relationships within certain 
industry verticals, or are financial institutions 
with access to significant deal flow and 
opportunities.

• Many SPACs are thematically driven, but some 
are generalists, and all have the flexibility to shift 
their focus to an attractive opportunity outside 
their original scope.

selling point for companies looking to go public. In a 
traditional process, pricing and valuation are finalized 
at the last moment and subject to many factors coming 
together; by contrast, SPAC transactions—now almost 
uniformly completed alongside a private investment in 
public equity (PIPE)—are done with certainty as the price 
is pre-negotiated.

Another big SPAC differentiator is that a target company 
is able to share their forecasts with investors—something 
that securities laws prohibit in a traditional IPO process. 
That gives SPAC/PIPE investors visibility into the future 
prospects of the company, frequently resulting in higher 
valuations. These favorable differences are leading many to 
view SPAC transactions as the superior path to going public.
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DRIVING STRONG VALUATIONS 
As the prevalence of SPACs continues to generate 
headlines, many people are focused on lofty SPAC 
valuations of target companies, which are significantly 
higher than we have seen in the private markets. Some 
valuations do not ostensibly mesh with the current 
financial performance of target companies. For example, a 
SPAC may value a company in the multi-billions of dollars 
even though it has no revenues today. This is a result of 
target companies being able to share their projections with 

investors. Even if they have negligible revenue right now, 
SPAC sponsors can see there will be significant earnings or 
revenue growth in a short period of time and form a view 
on the company’s value accordingly. This offers a path for 
companies that historically have not been able to go public 
through the traditional process because their financial 
performance is not mature enough. It is also significant for 

Traditional IPO Process SPAC Transaction

4-6-month time frame 6-8-week time frame

Cost of going public paid by company Cost of going public paid by SPAC investors

Book-building process enables bookrunners to build 
momentum, maximizing valuation

Higher certainty of execution due to direct negotiations 
with SPAC

Price discovery process during IPO marketing subjected to 
market volatility

Potential “toll” on valuation discount

IPO valuation discount, typically 5-15% of fully distributed 
value

Sponsor “promote” typically required—i.e., SPAC 
founders are given the opportunity to co-invest in 
the consummation of an acquisition, often at heavily 
discounted prices

As SPACs become more mainstream, private 
companies are able to use that as a point of 
leverage to get better terms or a higher valuation 
from a buyer or investor.

growth stage companies as costs of capital have radically 
changed with the availability of a public listing transaction 
versus a private growth equity alternative. And it is forcing 
traditional players, such as private equity firms and 
strategic buyers, to increase their valuations in order to 
compete with SPACs.

What does the prevalence of SPACs mean for business 
owners and entrepreneurs? Companies seeking capital 
or a sell-side M&A transaction are increasingly seeing big 
company valuations in their sectors and saying, “We’re 
just like them, we should be valued at that number.” 
As SPACs become more mainstream and more deals 
are happening, private companies are able to use that 
as a point of leverage to get better terms or a higher 
valuation from a buyer or investor—because they could 
ultimately decide to do (or threaten to do) a deal with a 
SPAC instead. As a result, SPAC sponsors are a new pool of 
competitors for those looking to acquire or invest in other 
companies.

A RAPIDLY EVOLVING MARKET
Because SPACs are such a rapidly evolving space in the 
capital markets, business owners and entrepreneurs 
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seen as the alternative path to going public, but as one 
of two primary and defined paths. We expect SPACs will 
continue to become much more mainstream, and repeat 
sponsors with track records will raise more SPACs and do 
more deals. We think celebrity sponsored SPACs are only 
indicative of the froth in the market right now and expect 
a group of serial SPAC sponsor groups to emerge as the 
main players as the market matures. Though SPACs have 
a volatile past, we do not view their current popularity 
as a short-term phenomenon. We think they have a solid 
future ahead of them, enabling businesses to go public 
much faster, with much more certainty, and at solid and 
pre-vetted valuations.

interested in learning more need to speak with someone 
who is knowledgeable in this space. As a firm, Cascadia is 
staying on top of these changes and engaging in dialogue 
with market participants so we can keep our clients 
informed.

Of course, not every business is a SPAC candidate. A 
business needs to be a public company candidate and not 
everyone is or wants to be for myriad reasons—scrutiny, 
costs, loss of control, and more. Here at Cascadia, we are 
speaking with our clients that are candidates about SPACs 
as another player in the counter-party universe. If we are 
raising capital or selling, we are including conversations 
with SPAC sponsors in most of the processes that we run—
something we were not doing 12 months ago.

HERE FOR THE LONG HAUL 
We view SPACs as a durable product in the market that 
is here to stay. Very soon, we believe SPACs will not be 

Though SPACs have a volatile past, we do not 
view their current popularity as a short-term 
phenomenon.
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IN FOCUS: THE 
UNAVOIDABLE WAVE OF 
RAAI TECHNOLOGIES
Robotics, automation, and artificial intelligence (RAAI) 
technologies are having a profound impact across all 
industries on a global scale. We foresee these innovations 
having implications for every business and global GDP. 
As we highlighted in our last newsletter, PwC predicts AI 
will contribute an estimated $15.7 trillion to the global 
economy by 2030, a 14% increase in global GDP.6 Given the 
scale of change at hand, businesses must think about how 
to incorporate RAAI technology today or they will be left 
behind in the next five years.

At Cascadia, we are committed to helping business owners 
stay aware of how RAAI technologies are driving changes in 
their industries so they can remain ahead of that curve in 
their strategic planning and investments.

Cascadia bankers focused on specific sectors shared 
their perspectives on how RAAI is affecting their industry 
verticals, and how business owners should be responding 
in 2021.

BUSINESS SERVICES
Edge technologies—including robotics, 

artificial intelligence (AI), and automation—have gone 
from science fiction to permeating every aspect of our 
economy, and the impact is just beginning.

We see large companies approaching these technologies 
in two ways—offensively or defensively. Companies on the 
offense are asking how they can use edge technologies 
to differentiate their business from competitors and 
create a “moat.” Companies on the defense are trying 
to maintain a competitive edge and not get disrupted 
and disintermediated. As RAAI technologies move from 
the movie screen to the board room, companies will 
increasingly need consulting services to help them 
navigate:

• Where to invest in order to maintain a competitive edge.

• How to drive ROI on investments in edge technologies.

• How to integrate edge technologies into core existing 
systems.

• Whether existing systems are sufficient to incorporate 
and integrate investments in edge technologies, 
or whether core systems need to be updated and 
transformed first.

In order to fill these needs, consulting companies 
with expertise in edge technologies have tremendous 
opportunity to advise clients in management and strategy 
consulting, edge technology implementation, engineering 
and design, and user experience (UX) and user interface 
(UI). Some consultancies are combining these offerings 
under one roof, where they can take ideas from concept 
and strategy through design, engineering, software, and 
implementation.

CONSUMER & RETAIL
The biggest near-term impacts of RAAI on 

the retail landscape will fall within the scope of 
digital commerce.

AI is likely to continue driving enhanced recommendation 
engines and microtargeted product marketing to improve 
digital conversion, which will impact how consumer-
facing product marketers allocate their resources and 
spend. The largest opportunity for the deployment of 
robotics and automation will be within e-commerce 
fulfillment, which has proven to be a bottleneck as the 

6 PwC Global Artificial Intelligence Study: Exploiting the AI Revolution 

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/data-and-analytics/publications/artificial-intelligence-study.html
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A CLOSER LOOK: RESTAURANTS & FOOD SERVICES BUSINESSES 

The future of restaurants and food services 
businesses will greatly depend on whether they 
adopt robotics technologies, automation, and AI-
driven optimization. These innovations will increase 
output, decrease overheads, and provide critical 
customer data to develop efficient services, flexible 
menus, and dynamic brands that will generate 
repeatable, long-term customer loyalty.

By the end of 2020, more than 115,000 restaurants 
had closed due to COVID-19—nearly 20% of all U.S. 
restaurants. This accelerated several trends that 
were emerging long before the pandemic: rising 

labor costs and employee turnover; higher commodity and real estate prices; increased competition including from 
grocery stores; high cost of delivery modalities; and shifting demographic trends demanding faster, healthier, and 
more diverse menu options. All of these changes have put pressure on a restaurant’s underlying unit economics, 
inhibiting growth, financial investment, and profitability.

Even though robots and automation technology are at a nascent stage within the industry, in time they will deliver 
powerful solutions, including:

• Delivery-only, ghost, or virtual kitchens that combine advanced, contact-free, automated food preparation 
with cheaper real estate costs, facilitating targeted delivery across multiple brands.

• Kiosk facial recognition and automatic payment capabilities that make the ordering process safer, more 
economical, and faster.

• Back-of-the-house food preparation robots that guarantee portion size, standardize quality, minimize food 
waste, enhance hygiene, and allow employees to focus on customer service and hospitality.

• Automation—including beverage pouring, table delivery, and order taking—that enables higher value 
employees to focus on more creative pursuits (e.g., recipes, menu design, and the customer experience) and 
will deliver phenomenal value to the consumer.

permanent market share shift towards online retail 
has accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many 
smaller consumer brands that currently handle their 
own warehouse and fulfillment operations will have the 
potential to structurally change their cost structures while 

providers—will be at a disadvantage from an on-time 
fulfilment and error rate standpoint. This will have a 
ripple effect on customer service and other operational 
elements that distinguish best-in-class brands.
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as companies enhance infrastructure such as smart 
buildings through remote access, optimization, predictive 
maintenance, and automation. Technology companies 
are using a combination of enabling technologies to do 
recurring inspection services for infrastructure, facilities, 
and operating environments. Additionally, companies 
are leveraging RAAI advancements to strengthen security 
measures to protect critical infrastructure.

HEALTHCARE
Every healthcare business owner should be 

thinking about RAAI as it will impact virtually every area 
of the industry.

Precision medicine—the tailoring of medical treatment 
to the individual characteristics of each patient—could 
not exist without AI and automation. By applying AI to 
the vast amounts of patient data now available, doctors 
can customize treatments to a patient's specific genetic 
makeup. It would be impossible to manually parse 
through those enormous quantities of data. In the longer 
term, AI will help medicine be more predictive. For 
example, we recently spoke with a cardiac monitoring 
business about AI predicting cardiac events based on 
a specific patient profile and monitoring technology. 
On the robotics side, involving robotics in the surgery 
suite to improve outcomes is becoming much more 
commonplace.

We recently advised Mimic Technologies, a Seattle-
based developer of virtual simulation solutions for 
robotic surgery, in their acquisition by Surgical Science  
(OTCMKTS: SUSRF), a Swedish public company that is the 
leading supplier of virtual reality simulators for medical 
training. 

Meanwhile, hospital systems and chronic care delivery 
platforms are no longer just performing a service, they 
are being forced into a fee-for-value environment, with 
a focus on making and keeping patients well. Data 
automation is a critical strategy to deliver better value and 
outcomes.

ENERGY & APPLIED TECHNOLOGY
In Renewable Energy and Sustainability. 

The demand and necessity for renewable energy 
has increased and introduced complex engineering 
challenges, requiring the application of robots and 
automation to save time, increase productivity, and 
optimize performance. We are seeing the application 
of advanced technologies such as intelligent mobile 
devices, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and mobile 
robots in renewable energy’s manufacturing processes, 
implementation, and operations. When it comes to 
implementation, automation offers solutions that are 
faster and more efficient than human workers, leading 
to savings in time, cost of labor, and cost of production. 
We believe that companies in these sectors that are using 
advanced data analytics, software, AI, as well as cutting-
edge instrumentation and process automation to make 
their processes “intelligent” have a significant competitive 
advantage over those that have not yet embraced these 
solutions.

In Power and Smart Grid. Digitalization and 
decentralization are transforming the energy grid landscape 
through smart solutions that facilitate enhanced grid 
operations. Connecting automated energy systems to the 
IoT allows all components in energy automation systems to 
supply data for consolidation, visualization, and evaluation 
in a cloud-based operating system. Full data transparency 
unlocks the potential of the power grid to increase 
reliability, optimize efficiency, and enhance grid safety. 

In Energy Storage. The energy storage world continues 
to boom, benefiting greatly from cloud-based analytics 
and AI-based optimization. OEMs and ESS operators can 
securely connect their ESSs to the cloud, allowing them 
to remotely monitor, manage, troubleshoot, and optimize 
these systems’ operation and performance. Additionally, AI-
based applications can remotely monitor temperature and 
humidity, allowing systems to operate under safe working 
parameters or optimize energy price arbitrage on the grid.

In Energy Efficiency and Connected Infrastructure. 
Cascadia is seeing a movement towards energy efficiency 
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FOOD, BEVERAGE, AND AGRIBUSINESS
Robotics are no longer a “nice to have” for 

forward-thinking businesses and growers to leverage, 
but an essential way to solve increasingly complex labor 
challenges.

In Food & Beverage. Food and beverage production is 
a labor-intensive business. While automation has been 
progressively creeping into the equation and reducing 
the labor component, there is a lot of room to grow. The 
timing of investments in these technologies will vary due to 
capital expenditure cycles that are unique to each business. 
Increasingly popular packaging formats such as Tetrapak 
rely on highly automated processes and are growing in 
share. Over time, we expect there will be a combination of 
human labor and automated equipment in production. 

A CLOSER LOOK: LABOR IN FOOD, BEVERAGE, & AGRIBUSINESS 

Food, beverage, and agribusiness companies across the country are 
concerned about the cost and availability of labor in their local markets. In 
some cases, the increased pressure on wages ($15 per hour) is creating an 
issue for manufacturers and making it difficult to maintain attractive profit 
margins. Some of our clients and prospects are thinking through the cost 
of automation and robotics for their production lines, packaging lines, and 
more in order to remain cost competitive.

To make these investments in automation and robotics, many business owners need capital. At Cascadia, we are 
having conversations with our clients about private equity (PE) and family office partnerships to secure the necessary 
capital. For example, we are seeing family-owned businesses that are 50+ years old—with old technology and plants—
seriously consider bringing on a partner like a family office to effect change.

Food and beverage manufacturing faces specific challenges. This is a high-volume segment, producing millions of 
units at very low price points—for example, cans of soda, protein bars, and crackers. Historically, this has required 
a tremendous amount of manual labor for batching, processing, and packaging. Labor per unit, or labor as part of 
COGS (cost of goods sold), is often one of the highest cost segments of the profit and loss statement. Rising labor rates, 
particularly in high-cost operating environments, are putting pressure on operators. Shortage of labor, turnover, and 
increasing reliance on temporary workers exacerbates the profitability issue. These dynamics are putting automation 
front and center, with companies recouping the cost of the investment in under three years and, in some cases, within 
six months. Consider two striking examples:

• One Cascadia client introduced a robotic stacker to its stacking and packaging line, reducing employees on 
the line from 26 to four.

• Another client introduced automation to its downstream packaging, reducing employees from 18 to six. 

In Agriculture. Growers have been experiencing headwinds 
for years, including volatile commodity prices, rising labor 
costs and minimum wage, labor shortages, increasing 
capital intensity, trade wars, and more. All of this has 
squeezed the grower from a margin perspective, with 
meaningful declines in profitability. Many growers are 
overleveraged. These factors are speeding the need for the 
advancement and adoption of robotics in the agricultural 
sector. All growers must adopt and embrace them in 
order to stay competitive. This is true across all aspects 
of agriculture—growing, harvesting, packing, processing, 
and more—but the biggest need is on the harvesting side, 
where abundant robotics are needed to help solve labor 
needs.
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automation (software) to manage and track movement, 
warehouse operations automation (conveyance, pick/
sort, and exiting) to enhance workflow and improve 
worker safety, and in-/outbound logistics in unstructured 
environments (transportation route optimization and 
delivery/last mile fulfillment). Companies will need to 
continue adopting these innovations in order to keep 
pace with acceleration in e-commerce demand, which has 
been pulled forward by several years and will only keep 
increasing.

TECHNOLOGY
As software AI innovations become more 

ambitious than ever before, every business needs to 
invest in the software underpinning its operations.

Software companies have harnessed AI for more than a 
decade to automate manual tasks, help companies do 
more with the same or fewer resources, and make smarter 
decisions faster. Today, AI-driven software is an essential 
investment for every business to maximize efficiencies, 
increase growth and market share, and keep pace with 
competitors. As a first step, take a close look at the software 
applications you are using to run your business—from your 
CRM solution and logistics software package to your tax 
collection software and point of sale system.

If your business has a salesforce: Your CRM platform 
should have a revenue intelligence system running in 
parallel to quantify winning behaviors and suggest the 
next best actions to improve individual salesperson 
performance, increase win rates, and shorten sales cycles.  

If you are in manufacturing: Making investments in 
your software is as crucial as investing in your physical 
equipment. For example, using software AI to process 
vast amounts of machine data enables you to identify 
potential issues, flag necessary repairs in advance, and 
have a stronger grasp of your equipment’s stress and 
tolerance levels. This can prevent disasters and the huge 
financial losses resulting from a machine going offline 
unexpectedly. At the same time, understanding your 
equipment’s precise breaking points ensures you are 

INDUSTRIALS
To stay competitive in a high-growth 

environment—where establishing and maintaining 
margin expansion is critical to success—business owners 
in Industrials need to incorporate RAAI technologies into 
their workflows.

RAAI technologies have had a growing impact on the 
Industrial sector for several years. Nascent technology 
has matured, implementation costs have lowered, and 
performance is exceeding human capabilities across 
applications and solutions. Previously inaccessible 
technology is now increasingly available to middle market 
companies who are using it to solve a variety of problems. 
Noteworthy growth areas include manufacturing 
process automation, supply chain enhancement, and 
service applications in structured and unstructured 
environments.

In Manufacturing. Process automation in manufacturing 
is transforming at a remarkable rate. Manufacturers 
understand that flexibility and scalability are the keys 
to competitive differentiation, particularly in a labor 
constrained environment. Companies can no longer 
afford to ignore the potential of automation, including 
middle market operators who now have access to these 
technologies. By adopting flexible robotic solutions, 
companies are enhancing both production throughput 
and task complexity, increasing the volume output of 
high-value goods. RaaS models are lowering acquisition 
costs and allowing for more rapid system deployment. 
Computer vision is revolutionizing quality inspection and 
quality control. In turn, faster deployment is resulting in 
accelerated growth and margin expansion for adopters.  

In Supply Chains. A phase shift has occurred in the 
delivery of goods and services: the people to goods (P2G) 
paradigm has irreversibly evolved into goods to people 
(G2P). Supply chain and logistics technology innovation 
and adoption has fundamentally transformed and is 
the most heavily disrupted sector of the recent past and 
foreseeable future. Key trends include warehouse systems 
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LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW RAAI IS TRANSFORMING 
YOUR INDUSTRY

Cascadia Capital’s Robotics, Automation & Artificial Intelligence senior team members include: 

Yee Lee 
ylee@cascadiacapital.com  |  (206) 436.2544

Firdaus Pohowalla 
fpohowalla@cascadiacapital.com  |  (206) 436.2578

Michael Butler 
mbutler@cascadiacapital.com | (206) 436.2530

Jamie Boyd 
jboyd@cascadiacapital.com | (206) 436.2514

Visit the Team page of our website for phone and email contact information for our entire team, 
or dial 206.436.2500 for a team directory.

running your machines at optimal speeds and getting the 
most out of them.

To improve your IT operations: Most businesses and 
industries are run on software. Reliable systems and 
applications are important contributors to a company's 
reputation, revenue, growth, customer satisfaction, 
and profitability. AIOps (artificial intelligence for IT 
operations) technology applies AI and machine learning 
algorithms to reduce the frequency and severity of IT 
outages by proactively monitoring performance. This 

prevents problems from occurring and provides faster 
resolutions to issues through anomaly detection, event 
correlation, and automated remediation.

The world of AI today is tremendously exciting, offering 
intelligence, predictability, and accuracy far beyond 
human capabilities. Businesses today must embrace 
software AI to optimize performance, make smarter 
decisions, increase quality, better manage risks, and so 
much more—or be overtaken by competitors who are.

mailto:ylee%40cascadiacapital.com?subject=
mailto:fpohowalla%40cascadiacapital.com?subject=
mailto:%20mbutler%40cascadiacapital.com?subject=
mailto:%20jboyd%40cascadiacapital.com?subject=
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MARKET DATA – Q4-2020

The following market data is sourced from PitchBook and reflects middle market activity,  
defined as transactions less than $1 billion value.

Middle market deal volume has decreased 18.0% and deal value has decreased 13.2% in LTM Q4 2020 compared to LTM 
Q4 2019

U.S. M&A ACTIVITY BY QUARTER
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Private equity (PE) deal volume has decreased 5.1% while deal value has decreased by 9.4% in LTM Q4 2020 compared 
to LTM Q4 2019

Overall M&A activity has seen a strong bounce back since the slow down in Q2: LTM Q3 and LTM Q4 2020 have averaged a 
16.8% increase in quarterly deal activity. PE deal activity has been increasing relative to overall M&A activity

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY BY QUARTER

 U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY VS. OVERALL M&A ACTIVITY 
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Through FY 2020, the portion of both platform and add-on investments has increased. PE market share has rebounded 
strongly following a slight dip in Q2: Q3 2020 reached 42%, and Q4 2020 data is showing a 46% share

Add-on activity has seen a significant increase in FY 2020; PE funds have acted as quasi-strategic buyers for businesses

PORTION OF U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY VS. OVERALL M&A ACTIVITY

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY BY QUARTER
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Definite fund lives and a necessity to exit aging portfolio companies will drive M&A activity as PE funds seek to 
deploy capital

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY SUB $1B COMPANY INVENTORY

* As of 9-30-2020

U.S. M&A MEDIAN EV / EBITDA MULTIPLES
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020*
All 9.8x 10.5x 10.8x 8.5x 8.2x 9.1x 7.5x 8.1x 8.2x 7.4x 9.2x 9.4x 8.9x 9.9x 11.1x

Below $250M 6.7x 8.4x 7.8x 6.3x 7.7x 7.6x 6.1x 7.1x 7.2x 6.7x 8.3x 7.8x 7.6x 8.9x 8.8x
$250-500M 11.5x 10.9x 12.9x 6.9x 8.4x 9.6x 10.0x 10.2x 10.2x 11.1x 9.8x 7.4x 9.7x 11.7x 11.1x

$500-1B 16.0x 11.8x 12.0x 12.6x 8.5x 9.6x 10.2x 11.4x 8.8x 12.1x 10.4x 11.9x 11.5x 14.3x 11.6x
1B+ 9.9x 14.0x 12.0x 10.7x 10.2x 11.1x 9.7x 9.3x 13.3x 12.4x 15.5x 12.0x 10.9x 11.9x 11.4x

*As of 12-31-2020
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U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY MEDIAN EV / EBITDA MULTIPLES

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY CAPITAL OVERHANG
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$250-500M 11.0x 9.7x 15.2x 15.0x 7.4x 10.1x 9.8x 11.1x 14.3x 10.3x 8.7x 10.0x 11.8x 18.1x 16.2x

$500-1B 13.2x 11.5x 8.0x 9.6x 8.9x 9.5x 11.0x 12.1x 9.3x 18.9x 16.9x 18.5x
1B+ 9.3x 17.1x 7.2x 9.8x 9.4x 10.4x 10.5x 10.5x 13.3x 10.5x 16.7x 10.2x 11.6x 12.5x 17.7x

*As of 12-31-2020
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A slowdown in PE deal activity related to pandemic uncertainty has led to record dry powder levels
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Although total capital raised contracted in 2020, fundraising will likely come back in force in 2021. Through FY 2020, 
private equity funds saw a slight expansion in dollars raised per fund 

Overall U.S. assets have continued to grow on a consistent basis year-over-year

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDRAISING
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OFFICES IN:

1000 Second Avenue, Suite 1200 
Seattle, WA 98104

(206) 436-2500
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Los Angeles  |  Minneapolis  |  New York  |  Seattle

To learn more, contact our Seattle headquarters:

Long-term
Trusted Advisors

WHO WE ARE 

Serving Family Businesses 
and Entrepreneurs

WHO WE SERVE

Deep Industry 
Expertise

WHAT WE  KNOW

Customized 
Approach

WHAT WE DO

WHY CASCADIA CAPITAL?

https://www.cascadiacapital.com/team/
https://www.cascadiacapital.com/our-clients/
https://www.cascadiacapital.com/industries/
https://www.cascadiacapital.com/our-services/

